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REACTIVE LAYER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PROSTHETIC AND ORTHOTIC

DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

The present application claims the benefits of U.S. provisional patent application

No. 60/881,168 filed January 19, 2007, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a reactive layer control system for

prosthetic and orthotic devices.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Prosthetic and orthotic devices for restoring or replacing lost lower-

limb functions have been available for many years. Until recently, both types of

devices were found as purely mechanical linkages making advantageous usage of

simple mechanisms in order to preclude knee buckling in level walking stance

phase, while still ensuring some form of swing motion during the aerial phase.

While this type of device was shown to be fairly efficient in restoring the structural

aspects of the lower-limb role in gait, their incapacity to properly sustain the wide

variety of lower-limb dynamics associated with the various gait locomotion

activities performed on a daily basis appeared as a sufficient limitation to sustain

the development of more advanced devices.

[0003] While significant efforts were directed towards designing more

advanced mechanisms allowing easier adjustment, or more progressive action,

through pneumatics and hydraulics, the rapid advances in energy storage and

computer technologies soon allowed to extend the realm of capacities associated

with typical orthotic and prosthetic devices. Real-time configuration of passive

braking devices such as disclosed, for example, in US Patent No. 5,383,939 and

US Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0136072 A1, greatly improved the

adaptability of prosthetic devices to user gait specificities or to variations of the

environment in which the locomotion tasks are performed. Moreover, these

prosthetic devices allowed the addressing of energy dissipative locomotion tasks



in a physiologically-compliant manner never seen before. Although showing

increased performance and dynamic adaptation with respect to the locomotion

tasks being undertaken when compared to their predecessors, this first generation

of computer-controlled prosthetic devices still lacked the adaptability and flexibility

required to smoothly integrate into users daily lives.

[0004] Integration of computer controls to the prosthetic and orthotic devices

brought about the necessity for some sort of control system in order to link sensory

inputs to the now dynamically configurable actuator. However, the purely

dissipative nature of these devices greatly simplifies the problem as mechanical

power exchanges between the user and the device are unidirectional (i.e., user

has to initiate all tasks and provide mechanical power).

[0005] Latest efforts in the field of advanced orthotic and prosthetic devices,

such as disclosed, for example, in US Patent Application Publication

No. 2004/0181289 A1, partly resolved some of the limitations observed in the first

generation of computer-controlled orthotic and prosthetic devices by providing a

fully motorized prosthetic platform, allowing to address all major locomotion tasks,

i espective of their generative or dissipative nature. Requirements for computer-

controlled system appeared quite more complex as the interactions between the

user and the prosthetic or orthotic device were no longer solely initiated by the

user himself. Through the use of a two layer control system, the motorized

prosthetic or orthotic device allowed to efficiently manage the mechanical power

exchange between the user and the device, such that the synergy between user

and motorized prosthetic or orthotic device globally benefited the user. Adequate

usage of the prosthetic or orthotic device capacity to generate mechanical power

was observed to lead to increased gait quality and activity levels.

[0006] Nevertheless, the use of strict state machines to implement the

artificial intelligence engine as the highest layer of the prosthetic or orthotic device

control system is observed to impose a certain formalism on the manner in which

the user executes typical locomotion tasks. While generating a certain learning

burden on the user side, the use of firm triggers in order to trigger either distinct

state transition or specific joint behavior greatly affects man-machine symbiosis.



Moreover, limitations associated with the use of a strict state machine artificial

intelligence engine when working in a highly variable environment (i.e., external

environment and user himself) are well known and quickly show up as robustness

issues from a system perspective. Finally, processing associated with the

extraction of complex features associated with specific locomotion task detection is

also known to generate a latency between measurement of the sensors value and

implementation of the actual actions, which is often observed to greatly affect the

prosthetic or orthotic device usability and performance.

[0007] Furthermore, common prosthetic or orthotic devices lack the ability to

properly reproduce natural knee joint behavior and dynamic properties when used

in a context that significantly differs from typical locomotion tasks. While

generation of proper joint dynamics during cyclical locomotion portions ensure high

symbiosis and user benefits, limitations observed in the capacity to reproduce

natural joint compliance, or motions, in either noπ-locomotor or non-cyclical tasks

significantly affect orthotic, or prosthetic, device usability and, accordingly,

associated user benefits.

[0008] Based on these last observations, it clearly appears that

requirements for an improved orthotic and prosthetic control system exist. More

specifically, a need to develop a control system architecture and associated

engines that are able to sustain more efficiently limited ambulation, as well as non-

cyclical and cyclical gait for users suffering of either amputation of the lower-limb

or dysfunction requiring the use of an orthosis or prosthesis exists.

SUMMARY

[0009] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention there is

provided a variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for

controlling a prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the controller

comprising:

a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the

apparatus and the ground;



a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as to

receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as

to increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the

sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and the ground.

[0010] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention there is

provided a variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for

controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the

controller comprising:

a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the

apparatus and the ground;

a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as to

receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as

to decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the

sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between the apparatus and

the ground.

[0011] In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention there is

provided a variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for

controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the

controller comprising:

a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the

apparatus and the ground;



a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as to

receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as

to a) increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from

the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and the

ground, and b) decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between

the apparatus and the ground.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0012] Embodiments of the invention will be described by way of example

only with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0013] Figure 1 is a block diagram of the interaction between various control

system layers and major building blocks of a motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic

device;

[0014] Figure 2 is an isometric view of a motorized knee prosthesis;

[0015] Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the lower-limb mechanical

power exchange during ground contact phase;

[0016] Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the lower-limb mechanical

power exchange during aerial phase;

[0017] Figure 5 is a block diagram of a variable gains impedance controller

basic formulation;

[0018] Figure 6 is a flow diagram of a gain scheduling mechanism and

associated reference engine;

[0019] Figure 7 is a block diagram of a variable gains impedance controller

with breaking feedback transfer function;



[0020] Figure 8 is a chart illustrating the braking reactive behavior activation

subspace; and

[0021] Figure 9 is a block diagram of a variable gains impedance controller

with energy injection feedforward function.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Generally stated, the non-limitative illustrative embodiment of the

present invention provides a reactive layer control system for motorized prosthetic

or orthotic devices for restoring lost locomotor functions, or facilitate gait re¬

education resulting from various pathologies occurrence. The reactive layer control

system is part of a multi-layered controller and is based on impedance control,

which directly manages a subset of lower-limb joint behaviors allowing the

sustaining of highly efficient mechanical power exchanges between the user and a

prosthetic or orthotic apparatus.

[0023] Referring to Figure 1, there is shown a block diagram of a motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 which comprises a multi-layered controller

100 that may be used to control a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140

such as, for example, the motorized knee prosthesis 10 of Figure 2.

[0024] Referring now to Figure 2, the motorized knee prosthesis 10 includes

a proximal connector 17 sitting on top of an actuator 12 which is axially mounted at

the knee joint 11 level. In this example, the actuator 12 may be, for example, a DC

brushless motor serially connected to a reduction mechanism. The reduction

mechanism of the actuator 12 allows the conversion of the motor high-speed low-

torque output characteristics into a low-speed high-torque output that is more

coherent with the requirements associated with the human knee joint role in most

commonly encountered locomotor tasks. A second transmission stage is then

provided in order to connect the reduction mechanism output to the shank

structure 13 of the motorized knee prosthesis 10. This second transmission stage

is composed of a compliant linkage 14, allowing both measurement of the net

torque present at the interface between the shank structure 13 and the actuator 12

output and high-efficiency level walking stance flexion energy storage and return.



[0025] The motorized knee prosthesis 10 also integrates sensors required to

sustain the multi-layered controller 100 (see Figure 1). A first position encoder (not

shown) is integrated to the transmission assembly of the actuator 12 such that the

relative position between the user thigh segment (not shown) and the reduction

mechanism output is measured in real-time. Net torque present at the interface

between the shank structure 13 and the actuator 12 output is measured through

the deflection of the compliant linkage 14 transmitting motion between both parts

12, 13, using a second position encoder (not shown) mounted in the transmission

assembly of the actuator 12 for that purpose. A load cell assembly 19 containing

one or two load cells 16 is located at the distal shank portion 15, between the

shank structure 13 and the distal connector 18 of the motorized knee prosthesis

10, to quantify the stress found in the distal shank portion 15.

[0026] It is to be understood that although the motorized knee prosthesis 10

described above has been given as an example of the motorized prosthetic or

orthotic apparatus 140, the multi-layered controller 100 may be similarly used with

other motorized prostheses or orthoses having general characteristics similar to

that of the motorized knee prosthesis 10. More specifically, the multi-layered

controller 100 may be similarly used with motorized or actuated prostheses or

orthoses having means for measuring the net torque of its actuator output, means

for detecting ground contact and means for measuring the position of its actuator.

[0027] Referring back to Figure 1, the multi-layered controller 100 is

particularly well suited for optimizing the synergy between a user and motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 through the implementation of motorized

prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 joint behaviors similar to those which may be

observed on a sound human knee joint.

[0028] The multi-layered controller 100 includes, but is not limited to, three

layers herein referred to as the learning layer 110, the inference layer 120 and the

reactive layer 130. Layering of the multi-layered controller 100 aims at providing a

systematic way of distributing the functionalities of the multi-layered controller 100

with respect to their level of abstraction, hence allowing the definition of a coherent



and straightforward architecture. It is to be understood that the multi-layered

controller 100 may include more or less than three layers.

[0029] In order to interact with the environment 150 it evolves in, the

motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 includes, but is not limited to,

sensors 142 providing information about the environment 150 and the motorized

prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 to the multi-layered controller 100, and one or

more actuator 144, controlled by the multi-layered controller 100, to generate

behavior allowing to sustain an optimal interaction with the environment 150. For

example, in the case of the motorized knee prosthesis 10 of Figure 2, the first and

second position encoders (not shown), the compliant linkage 14 and the load cells

16 would compose sensors 142 while the actuator 12 would compose actuator

144.

Multi-layered controller

[0030] While all three layers 110, 120, 130 of the multi-layered controller

100 operate as stand-alone entities, information is propagated across the layers

110, 120, 130 such that lower-level layer mechanisms may bene ciate from

information provided by higher-level layers. In such a multi-layered controller 100,

decisions are performed independently inside of the different layers 110, 120, 130

characterized by different data abstraction levels, while propagation of information

towards the lower-level layers ensures the adaptation of the lower-level layer

mechanisms. In a similar fashion, information provided by the lower-level layers is

merged into higher abstraction level representations when moved towards the

higher-level layers.

Learning layer

[0031] The learning layer 110 represents the highest data abstraction level

of the multi-layered controller 100. More specifically, the data abstraction level

associated with this layer is characterized as the user data. Functionalities

associated with this level of the multi-layered controller 100 relate to the recursive

improvement of the high level strategies to address locomotion tasks, as they are

accomplished, and their relative performance assessed. At this level,



representations of the user gait specificities identified during the evolution of the

synergy between the user and the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200

are updated and stored.

Inference layer

[0032] The inference layer 120 contains locomotion task level information

and functionalities. At this abstraction level are found the engines required to

perform locomotion task identification and characterization. Most of the work

performed at this level consists in extracting typical features from the raw input

data stream from the sensors 142 such that the locomotion task performed by the

user may be characterized and system behavior adjusted according to the high-

level information readily available from the learning layer 110.

Reactive layer

[0033] At the lowest level, the reactive layer 130 sustains the

implementation of general classes of joint behaviors that are common to a large

subset of locomotor and non-locomotor activities. Similarly to the arc-reflex present

in the human locomotor system, the reactive layer 130 is used in order to directly

link low-level sensory inputs from the sensors 142 to either joint actions or

behaviors of motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 through the actuator(s)

144. Major benefits associated with integration of such reactive behaviors in a

multi-layered controller 100 arise from the fact that these behaviors allow a

reduced dependency on high-level decisions in order to implement specific

actions.

[0034] Reducing dependency between high-level decision making and

actions allows the reduction of latencies related to processing of high-level

information and to generate simpler, more robust, mapping between sensory

inputs from the sensors 142 and actions via the actuator(s) 144. Moreover, while

generating more human-like behaviors from a user perspective, such

implementation provides greater flexibility to the user who now find himself in full

control of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic device's 200 most basic behaviors.



[0035] Linking low-level triggering mechanisms to the basic joint behaviors

increases system conviviality and realm of performance, as it is still possible to

trigger higher-level mechanisms generating more complex joint behaviors or

motions, that will be simply defined as specialization of the more basic behaviors.

This way, complex motions or elaborate joint behaviors may be generated from

adding specific information to the basic behavior implicitly provided by the lowest-

level layers of the multi-layered controller 100.

[0036] An example of a controller implementing a learning layer 110 and an

inference layer 120 is shown in US Patent Application Publication

No. 2006/0122710 A 1 entitled "CONTROL DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR

CONTROLLING AN ACTUATED PROSTHESIS" by Bedard. The reactive layer

130 will be further explained below.

Reactive layer control system

[0037] A reactive layer control system for motorized prosthetic or orthotic

devices according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention relates to

the definition of a reactive layer engine which may be used within the context of a

multi-layered controller, such as the multi-layered controller 100 of Figure 1.

[0038] The reactive layer control system is based on a variable gain

impedance controller and has for goal to increase the synergy between the user

and the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 for all types of locomotion

activities while directing specific attention towards system performance

improvement for non-cyclical ambulation tasks. Improvement of motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 performance for limited ambulation

locomotion tasks requires a greater flexibility of the reactive layer 130 such that

general motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 behaviors may fulfill user

requirements in a non-model based framework. Use of a model-based framework

to manage locomotion tasks not presenting obvious physiological characteristics or

high inter-subject variability presents severe limitation to the motorized prosthetic

and/or orthotic device 200. Failure to generate a complete and robust mapping



between the sensory inputs and the required actions actually impairs the genera)

feasibility of a model-based framework.

[0039] However, definition of basic motorized prosthetic or orthotic

apparatus 140 joint behaviors showing high correlation to the lower-limb joints

physiological behavior and their integration to the lowest level of a multi-layered

controller, such as the multi-layered controller 100 of Figure 1, allows to implicitly

fulfill specific tasks requirements, while leaving full control of the motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 behavior to the user.

[0040] The overall objective of the reactive layer control system is to reduce

the dependency between decision and action for a general class of behaviors that

may be compared to human arc-reflex. The general class of behaviors is found as

the basic behaviors underlying most of the locomotion tasks. Implementation of

reactive behaviors in the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 leads to

an increase in robustness and a significant reduction of the constraints associated

with traditional decision process for a system where all actions are sustained by

explicit decisions.

[0041] High fidelity reproduction of the human knee joint natural behavior is

required in order to properly sustain limited ambulation tasks, generally improve

mechanical power exchange management and ease constraints related to

synchronization of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 joint behavior

transition with overall dynamics of the user.

[0042] Human knee joint role in gait for locomotor and non-locomotor tasks

may be classified in general classes of joint behaviors as illustrated in the following

table:



Table 1 - Joint behavior classes

[0043] These general classes of joint behavior may then be directly

managed through the implementation of an associated reactive layer controller

behavior.

Impedance control

[0044] The reactive layer control system is built around a typical

implementation of an impedance controller. The impedance controller was first

introduced by Hogan in 1985, see [1], [2] and [3], as a first step in defining a

general and unified approach to the control of manipulation by robotic devices.

While being very general, this specific control scheme is rather well suited for

managing tasks where highly dynamic interactions between a robotic device and

the environment are present. Apart from other traditional control schemes targeting

the individual control of actuator variables such as torque or position control,

impedance control implements a scheme where the overall objective is defined as

implementing a dynamic relationship between actuator variables, such as torque

and position. In other words, the impedance controller does not try to track specific

trajectories, but instead attempts to regulate the relationship between actuator

velocity and force. The dynamic relationship between actuator force and velocity is

generally known as "mechanical impedance". This nomenclature arise from

similarity to the electrical quantity found as the ratio of an effort variable (i.e.

voltage) to a flow variable (i.e. current). In the Laplace domain, mechanical

impedance may be represented as follows:



Z(s) = Equation 1

where

Z(s) is the mechanical impedance;

F(S) is the actuator force; and

V{s) is the actuator velocity.

[0045] At the opposite, mechanical admittance describes the dynamic

relationship between actuator velocity and force. In the Laplace domain,

mechanical admittance may be represented as follows:

γ (s) Equation 2

where

Y(s) is the mechanical admittance;

v(s) is the actuator velocity; and

F(S) is the actuator force.

[0046] While the relationships represented by Equations 1 and 2 are

generally interchangeable for linear systems operating at finite frequencies, this is

not the case for typical prosthetic or orthotic applications, which are generally

highly non-linear. Moreover, due to the input-output specificities of the mechanical

system behaviors described above, it is only possible to physically connect

components of different nature. Failure to fulfill this requirement actually makes

impossible proper management of the mechanical power exchanges at the

interface ports, as both components will try to impose the same physical quantity.

[0047] As far as the description of lower-limb joints physical behavior is

concerned, one has first to consider that the structure of the human lower-limb,

coupled with locomotor and non-locomotor gait specificities, generate two different

mechanical configurations 30, 40, represented conceptually in Figures 3 and 4 ,



respectively. In a first configuration 30, the lower-limb joint 34 is located between

the external environment (i.e. ground) 32 and the user's upper body mass 36. In a

second configuration 40, the lower-limb joint 44 is located between the hanging

distal limb mass 42 and the user's upper body mass 46, and is thus submitted to

significant dynamic efforts. For the first configuration 30, velocity constraints are

imposed on the lower-limb joints 34 (i.e. healthy joints and prosthetic or orthotic

joints) by the ground 32 on the distal end and by the user's upper body mass 36

on the proximal end. As for the second configuration 40, velocity constraints are

imposed on the lower-limb joints 44 (i.e. healthy joints and prosthetic or orthotic

joints) by the distal limb 42 (residual limb or prosthesis) dynamics on the distal end

and by the user's upper body mass 46 on the proximal end.

[0048] It is to be understood that "ground" is meant to mean, in the context

of this specification, any surface on which a user may use the motorized prosthetic

and/or orthotic device 200 during locomotion activities

Ground contact phase

[0049] Figure 3 provides a high-level representation of the lower-limb

components interactions during ground contact phase through the use of

mechanical impedance/admittance. An impedance is a system characterized by its

capacity to accept a flow input V(s) (i.e., velocity) and yield an effort F(s) (i.e.,

force). An admittance is a system characterized by its capacity to accept effort

inputs F(s) (i.e., force) and yield a flowV(s) (i.e., velocity).

[0050] In order for mechanical power exchange to take place between both

types of system, input-output variables V(s) and F(s) must be matched. Since it is

not possible to impose a velocity to the ground 32, it is modeled as an admittance.

Connecting any type of lower-limb device to the ground 32 then requires this latter

to be defined as an impedance. Furthermore, the upper body mass 36 is also

modeled as a admittance as it may only impose velocity on the lower-limb joints 34

and segments. Force observed in the lower-limb joints 34 during the ground

contact phase then arise from the impedance of the joints themselves. Thus, it

may be observed that in configuration 30, the lower-limb joints 34 form a system



optimally represented as an impedance interacting with the user's body mass 36

and ground 32, both modeled as admittance.

Aerial phase

[0051] Figure 4 provides a high-level representation of the lower-limb

components interactions during the aerial phase. In this configuration 40, the

lower-limb joints 44 are mainly submitted to the effects of the distal limbs mass 42

and upper body mass 46. Again, a mass being characterized as an element that

accepts force F(s) as input while yielding velocity V(s) as output, it appears

necessary to define the behavior of the lower-limb joints 44 as an impedance in

order to ensure that stable mechanical power exchanges may take place. Based

on these observations, it appears clear that the definition of any lower-limb

prosthetic or orthotic devices, motorized or not, must take the form of an

impedance if it is desired to optimize user-device synergy and properly manage

mechanical power exchange.

[0052] Furthermore, this is also coherent with the role of the lower-limb

joints in cyclical locomotion activities, which consists in absorbing shocks

generated by the ground contact occurrence, such that body centre of mass

trajectory is regulated and smooth progression occurs. Use of an impedance

controller in order to manage the prosthetic or orthotic joint behavior then appears

as a straightforward solution to the problem at hand.

Impedance controller

[0053] As previously introduced, the impedance controller differs from more

traditional motion control schemes through the fact that it does not attempt to track

specific control variables, such as force or position, but implements a scheme that

allows regulation of the actuator 144 (see Figure 1) output mechanical impedance.

Furthermore, this specific scheme implicitly manages transitions where the

actuator 144 physical configuration is changing from non-interacting configuration

40 with the environment to an interacting configuration 30 (see Figures 3 and 4),

which is not the case with other types of control schemes.



[0054] Referring to Figure 5, there is shown a basic formulation of a variable

gains impedance controller 50 that may be implemented at the reactive layer 130

(see Figure 1). The motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 under control is

represented by a Laplace-domain double integrator 52. First, position Θ and

velocity Θ feedback loops 51, 53 are closed to form a tracking controller where

position d and velocity θ d set-points are used as comparison values for the

feedback position θ and velocity Θ values. Furthermore, variable gains K and

K are applied to both position and velocity error terms (i.e., difference between

the set-point values ®d and Θ , and the measured feedback values Θ and Θ ) .

Θ represents the acceleration set-point.

[0055] Additionally to what would otherwise be considered as a simple

proportional-derivative position controller, interaction between the actuator 144

output port position Θ , with the position perturbation created by the environment

Θ , generates a generalized force τA quantifying the interaction force between the

actuator 144 output and its environment. This measured force value τλ is then

used as a negative feedback loop 55, creating an actuator 144 set-point value of

the same amplitude as the interaction force, assuming unitary force feedback gain

KA, but of opposite sign. Assuming that satisfactory force sensing capacities are

available, such system would then show an infinite impedance (i.e. any

perturbation force applied on the actuator 144 output would be immediately

converted to an opposite actuator 144 reaction, leading to no displacement of the

actuator 144 under the action of the external force) without any contribution of the

position Θ and velocity Θ terms. Modification of the force feedback term gain KA

allows the scaling down of the actuator 144 mechanical impedance by reducing

the amount of force that is sent back as actuator 144 set-point.

[0056] In such a variable gains impedance controller 50, position Θ and

velocity Θ terms are used to generate the system dynamic response to either

effects of external perturbation Θe or modifications to the system's position Θ

and velocity d set-points. Such combination of proportional-derivative position



control and the measured interaction force allows the full compensation of any

perturbation present at the system mechanical interaction port, while still allowing

to enforce a specific dynamic response.

[0057] A final gain, the mass gain Md
" 1, affects the complete actuator 144

force set-point and is generally considered to allow simulation of system apparent

inertia through appropriate scaling of the variable gains impedance controller 50

output. While the variable gains impedance controller 50 basic behavior described

above already provides an interesting framework for managing interactions and

mechanical power exchanges between the user and the motorized prosthetic

and/or orthotic device 200, coupling of the variable gains impedance controller 50

with a gain scheduling mechanism, which will be described further below, is shown

to further extend the realm of implicitly supported behaviors. While use of high-

level engines to manage gain scheduling allows the adaptation of prosthetic or

orthotic apparatus 140 joint behaviors based on the nature of the locomotion tasks

currently executed, lower-level gain scheduling engines allow the adaptation of the

variable impedance controller parameters such that optimal use of the inherent

behaviors of the variable gains impedance controller is made without

compromising system performance from an user standpoint.

[0058] The above described variable gains impedance controller 50 may be

used to implicitly implement the first two joint behavior classes of Table 1, namely

the Passive and Isometric classes, while its general structure may be used to

explicitly integrate the third and fourth joint behavior classes, namely the Eccentric

and Concentric classes.

Force matching and force rejection implementations

[0059] As discussed above, the first two joint behavior classes, i.e. Passive

and Isometric, are addressed through proper usage of the implicit behaviors of the

variable gains impedance controller 50. These first two joint behaviors classes are

considered the most basic ones as all locomotion task will first be characterized as

being composed of one, or both, of these behaviors.



[0060] The behavior of the Isometric joint behavior class corresponds to a

joint behavior where force without motion is generated, and will be herein

associated to a joint behavior where it is desired to provide stability and support,

without generating any motion. This behavior is associated with the stance phase

of all cyclical and non-cyclical locomotion tasks, where it is advantageous from a

safety and usability standpoint to be able to provide support to the user without

enforcing any motion.

[0061] Referring back to Figure 5, from a variable gains impedance

controller 50 standpoint, such behavior corresponds to an infinite impedance of the

actuator 144 output with respect to the effects of external perturbations Θ . As

previously introduced, such behavior is implicitly generated by the variable gains

impedance controller 50 assuming that the force feedback gain KA is adequately

selected. In order for an infinite impedance behavior to take place, magnitude of

the measured interaction force must be very similar to the one of the force actually

imposed on the actuator 144 output, force losses in the actuator 144 and

transmission must be accounted for and latency of the actuator 144 reaction with

respect to the external perturbation Θ must be small enough not affect the

closed-loop stability of the variable gains impedance controller 50.

[0062] With reference to the motorized knee prosthesis 10 of Figure 2, the

variable gains impedance controller 50 force feedback loop 55 value τA may be

provided by the measurement of the net torque found at the interface between the

actuator 12 output and shank structure 13. As previously introduced, measurement

of the deflection of the compliant element 14 provides a direct measure of the net

torque. While measuring the net torque through a compliant element 14 greatly

reduces the sensing bandwidth with respect to other technologies, such technique

is shown to provide satisfactory results in the context where human motions are

showing only limited bandwidth and allow some flexibility with respect to system

reaction latency.

[0063] From a usability perspective, it is advantageous for the motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 (see Figure 1) to provide support to the user



without actually impairing his capacity to voluntarily move the system 200 from a

given position to another one, while maintaining prosthetic or orthotic apparatus

140 joint stability. Such setting is found through the adequate adjustment of the

force feedback gain KA until satisfactory joint impedance is obtained, i.e. leading to

a non-infinite joint impedance, with respect to user ability level and personal

preferences.

[0064] In a similar manner, the passive joint behavior may be directly

implemented using the inherent characteristics of the variable gains impedance

controller 50. As the Passive joint behavior class is directly associated with the

aerial phase of any locomotion task, it is advantageous to make the motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 as compliant as possible, such that overall

user-device synergy may benefit from the direct interactions between user residual

Jimb motions and the inertial properties of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic

device 200. Moreover, making the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200

as compliant as possible during the aerial phase allows the minimization of the

inertia reflected at the stump-socket interface (for example, the socket, which is

not shown, connects to the proximal connector 17 of the motorized knee

prosthesis 10 of Figure 2). This way, a significant reduction of the apparent weight

of the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 is obtained from a user

perspective, while the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 also

becomes easier to manipulate.

[0065] From a variable gains impedance controller 50 standpoint, generating

a minimum impedance behavior during the aerial phase requires the actuator 144

command signal to act in such a way that the force measured at the actuator 144

output remains null or negligible. Obviously, this requires the actuator 144 output

to move in the same direction as the shank structure 13, such that the net force

between both parties remains null or negligible. Assuming again a null contribution

of the proportional and derivative terms of the variable gains impedance controller

50, i.e., Kp=O and K DΞ0 , this behavior is achieved by modifying the force feedback

gain KA value such that the measured interaction force now becomes a positive



set-point to the actuator 144, i.e., achieved by inverting the sign of the force

feedback gain KA.

[0066] Assuming proper selection of the force feedback gain KA value and

minimal latency of the actuator 144 command with respect to the measured force,

minimal joint impedance is obtained. Such scheme also provides the benefit of

compensating for the actuator 144 mechanical non-linearities, which are known to

greatly affect the passive dynamic properties of motorized prosthetic or orthotic

systems. This is the major difference between using null gains in a position control

scheme and performing perturbation force matching with the variable gains

impedance controller 50. While the position control system would simply turn off

the actuator 144, the variable gains impedance controller 50 with the perturbation

force matching approach allows to compensate for actuator 144 dynamic non-

linearities, i.e. transmission back-driving torque, actuator motor cogging, actuator

motor and transmission bearings friction, hence really minimizing joint impedance.

In fact, in the motorized knee prosthesis 10 of Figure 2, only the friction found in

the shank structure 13 bearings is not compensated through the perturbation force

matching scheme.

[0067] Full compensation of the actuator 144 dynamic non-linearities would

require measurement of the external perturbation ©„ force at another level of the

structure, for example at the foot-ground interface. Nevertheless, measurement of

the external perturbation Θ, force at the actuator 144 output is found more flexible

with respect to lower-limb mechanical configuration and ensure high co-linearity

between force measurement and actuator 144 output.

[0068] As introduced earlier, modification of the gains of the variable gains

impedance controller 50 is required in order to change the joint behavior of the

motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 from a finite impedance level to a

null impedance level. This change is limited in scope and is directly correlated with

the lower-limb mechanical configurations 30, 40, represented conceptually in

Figures 3 and 4, i.e., ground contact and aerial phase respectively. In order for the

reactive layer 130 behavior to take place without affecting overall motorized



prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 performance, it is advantageous to minimize

decisional overhead and device behavior transition latency from a user

perspective.

Gain scheduling mechanism

[0069] Referring to Figure 6, there is shown a simplified block diagram of a

low-level gain scheduling mechanism and associated inference engine 60 that

may be used in order to modify the behavior of the motorized prosthetic and/or

orthotic device 200 when a transition from the lower-limb interacting mechanical

configuration 30 to the non-interacting configuration 40, or the opposite, is

detected. First, raw sensor signals 6 1 from the sensors 142 (see Figure 1) are

provided to a detection mechanism in the form of an inference engine 62 in order

to identify if the lower-limb mechanical configuration is interacting 30 or non-

interacting 40 (see Figures 3 and 4) by, for example, detecting ground contact.

Various types of sensors 142 may be used in order to sustain the decisional

process of the inference engine 62, for example instrumented plantar orthosis,

accelerometers, digital switches, load cells, etc. Advantageously, with reference to

Figure 2, a load cell assembly 19 containing one or two load cells 16 located at the

distal shank portion 15 maybe used to provide the raw sensor signals 61.

[0070] The decisional process of the inference engine 62 may implement

low-pass filtering of the raw sensor signals 6 1 combined with single value

hysteretic thresholding of the low-pass filtered raw sensor signals 6 1 in order to

identify the lower-limb mechanical configuration 30, 40. Based on the result of the

thresholding process, a perturbation force matching 64 or perturbation force

rejection 66 gain scheme is provided to the dynamic gain update process 68.

[0071] The dynamic gain update process 68 then proceeds to the dynamic

update of the gains of the variable gains impedance controller 50 using, for

example, linear transition patterns or other patterns, where the transition duration

is configurable in order to adapt to user personal preferences and gait specificities.

In the illustrative embodiment, only the proportional Kp, derivative KD, and force

feedback KA gains are modified. The mass gain Md
1 is maintained unitary and



constant. Moreover, while the force feedback gain KA transition from a negative

value to a positive value upon occurrence of a ground contact event, the

proportional Kp and derivative K D gains are maintained to the same values, which

are voluntarily selected close to zero. Based on results from experimental trials, a

substantially unitary positive force feedback gain KA during the ground phase

coupled to a substantially unitary negative feedback gain KA during the aerial

phase leads to an optimal gain configuration.

[0072] Reactive implementation of the Passive and Isometric joint behavior

classes by the variable gains impedance controller 50 provides the underlying

foundations to the implementation of any locomotion task and will also define the

default behavior of the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200. Based on

the fact that the combination of these behaviors will sustain all limited ambulation

tasks, while leaving the user in full control of the management of mechanical

power exchanges, benefits arising from such a scheme are multiple, namely:

• no requirement for a orthotic or prosthetic device-user synchronization

mechanism as transitions are initiated by the user and the reaction time of

the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 is quite short;

• no requirement for high-level detection of transitions between isometric and

passive joint behavior classes, reducing latencies caused by complex

detection mechanisms and delay required to ensure stable transition of the

behavior of the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200;

• motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 joints limited impedance in

aerial phase increases ease of manipulation in confined spaces and when

maneuvering around obstacles;

• cyclical locomotion tasks initiation is facilitated as the user provides himself

the proper pace and stride length; and

• as the gait cycle patterns are not issued from a model, or trajectory

generation engine, or time-based mechanism, any activity or gait phase

may be interrupted at any instant without compromising user support and

safety.



Braking implementation

[0073] The third class of lower-limb joint behavior, the Eccentric class, may

be advantageously addressed through a software-based braking mechanism

impfementation. The Eccentric class of joint behavior is concerned with the

dissipation of energy by the joint of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus

140 (see Figure 1). Generally speaking, the energy is injected from an external

source and requires dissipation in order to properly manage joint behavior and

resulting motion. For example, on the human healthy limb, Eccentric joint behavior

is observed at each extremity of the level walking swing phase, where it is required

to stop the knee joint motion due to shank inertia. Moreover, the use of the

perturbation force matching behavior previously introduced in the aerial phase

tends to accentuate this issue by giving a very low impedance to the knee joint.

[0074] While multiple approaches exist to solve this type of problem, it is

advantageous to implement the Eccentric joint behavior class in a reactive fashion

to ensure constant behavior and performance from the user standpoint. Moreover,

it is advantageous to avoid the use of a trajectory-based mechanisms that only

provide limited flexibility and require much tuning to account for inter-user

variability.

[0075] Using the general framework provided by the variable gains

impedance controller 50 shown in Figure 5, explicit reactive behavior is added to

the basic formulation, leading to the block diagram of Figure 7. From a motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 perspective, implementation of the Eccentric

joint behavior class for the aerial mechanical lower-limb configuration 40 (see

Figure 4) is equivalent to managing braking using the actuator 144. Actuator 144

braking in the aerial configuration 40 may be achieved using many approaches:

reduction of the perturbation force matching 64 (see Figure 6) effort in order to

allow natural dissipation to take place, increase of the actuator 144 impedance,

and reversal of the actuator 144 motion such that the motor torque is found in the

opposite direction as its velocity.



[0076] Figure 7 shows a variable gains impedance controller 70 based on

the variable gains impedance controller 50 of Figure 5 to which a braking process

has been integrated, the braking process including all of the approaches described

above. The braking joint behavior, associated with eccentric muscle activation on

the sound limb, is active at all time but its action is controlled through a set of

logical conditions on various system variables. Thus, the braking process may be

integrated in the variable impedance controller 70 as a braking feedback transfer

function 72 subject to conditional execution. Execution conditions are based on

three main variables: actuator 144 output position © , actuator 144 output velocity

Θ and lower-limb mechanical configuration 30, 40. While in the aerial

configuration 40, the braking process is activated when a velocity threshold is

reached in the vicinity of, for example, an end-of-motion bumper or a software-

defined maximum target flexion angle.

[0077] Figure 8 illustrates the velocity-position subspace 80 in which the

braking process operates. The hatched regions 82, 84 represent the regions

where the braking process is activated, otherwise, the braking process remains

passive, i.e. / (θ ,θ )=0. In the simplest embodiment of the braking process, the

regions 82, 84 in which the braking process activates may be defined as both ends

of the knee joint motion range of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140

(see Figure 1). Whenever the joint enters one end of the motion range, delimited

by the actuator 144 output angular position extension Θ and output angular

position flexion Θf activation thresholds, while showing velocity towards the

nearest physical motion stop (i.e. bumper) superior to the output angular velocity

activation threshold €>„,, the braking process is activated in order to stop the joint

and segment motion of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 before

reaching the physical motion stop. Upon activation of the braking process, the

braking feedback transfer function 72 generates an output signal 73 that is

removed from the net force command balance 74 that is used as the actuator 144

command signal.



[0078] More specifically, the braking feedback transfer function 72 may be

defined as:

if (Θ < - Θ,,)&&(© < ©„,):

/ = — - — ; Equation 3
(Θ + ∆)2

θ
/ =

(Θ + ∆ - Θ)2 '

otherwise:

/ = 0;

where

/ is the braking feedback transfer function;

∆ is the position offset;

Θ is the actuator output position measurement;

® l is the actuator output position extension activation threshold;

Θf is the actuator output position flexion activation threshold;

Θm is the actuator output maximum achievable position;

© is the actuator output velocity measurement; and

+ 1 s the actuator output angular velocity activation threshold.

[0079] Based on Equation 3, the braking feedback transfer function 72, or

braking force, may then be defined as the ratio of the joint velocity Θ to the

squared position measurement Θ , where an offset ∆ is added to ensure that the



braking force remains a finite quantity while reaching the motion range end. Using

such a relationship to compute the braking force to be accounted in the net

actuator 144 command calculation allows the creation of a braking force that

increases as the joint move towards the motion end while maintaining a significant

velocity, while not restricting motion in the direction opposite to the motion end.

Such behavior differs from simply increasing the joint impedance of a motion

tracking control scheme, as the behavior herein defined is characterized by its

single sided action.

[0080] While Equation 3 is defined to ensure that braking occurs prior to

reaching the hardware motion stops, it is also possible to dynamically configure

the braking process parameters in order to modify the location in the motion range

where braking occurs. Hence, this braking process may also be advantageously

used in order to manage swing phase heel rise during cyclical portions, or for other

specialized functions such as motion range limitations during rehabilitation or

training processes. While the first suggested use could be fully automated through

definition of the proper detection and adjustment mechanism in the inference layer

120 (see Figure 1), the second suggested use would optimally be linked to a

user/clinician interface device, allowing this interface device to configure the

motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 according to the requirements of

the rehabilitation/training process.

[0081] Referring back to Figure 7, from a variable gains impedance

controller 70 standpoint, the additional behavior is integrated as a supplementary

feedback term 73 that is added to the basic formulation. Referring back to the

motorized knee prosthesis 10 of Figure 2, the braking feedback transfer function

72 uses as input the measured relative position between actuator 12 output and

thigh segment (not shown), and the estimated joint velocity. Joint velocity may be

estimated using an ARMA, i.e. Auto Regressive Moving Average process, which is

shown to provide an estimate of sufficient quality while minimizing the requirement

for hardware sensors. Upon fulfillment of the conditions illustrated in Figure 8, the

position measurement and velocity estimates are then used in order to compute

the amplitude of the braking force.



[0082] As previously discussed, the braking force then acts on the variable

gains impedance controller 70 behavior by reducing the force feedback sustaining

the perturbation force matching process 64. Hence, the braking force first

compensates for the force feedback term 55, leaving the actuator 144 in a passive

mode. Leaving the actuator 144 in a passive mode when the joint is actually driven

by inertial forces allows the use of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus

140 poor passive dynamics in order to fulfill the objective of the current joint

reactive behavior, i.e. dissipation of energy in order to break joint motion. If the use

of passive braking is not sufficient to stop the motion, the form of the braking

transfer function 72 defined by Equation 3 generates a braking force that gains in

amplitude as the joint continues to move towards the motion stop. As the braking

force becomes greater than the perturbation matching force term, i.e. force

feedback term 55, the actuator 144 starts generating a force in the direction

opposed to the motion, which results in a quick stop of the motion. In the swing

phase, i.e. the aerial phase 40, the actuator 144 behavior depends on the balance

between the contribution of the force feedback term 55, and the proportional-

derivative terms, i.e. Θ and Θ . Since K P and K D are set to 0 for the swing

phase, actuator 144 behavior is then defined by the sum of the force feedback

term 55 and the supplementary feedback term 73. Based on the definition of the

breaking transfer function 72, the force feedback term 55 is first cancelled out by

the supplementary feedback term 73 as the latter increases. As the supplementary

feedback term 73 becomes larger than the force feedback term 55, the force

following is effectively cancelled out and the supplementary feedback term 73

becomes the main contributor to the amplitude and direction of the command

signal sent to the actuator 144. By their nature and definition, the force feedback

term 55 and the supplementary feedback term 73 will always be of opposite sign

as the first one tries to follow the shank segment velocity while the second ones

tries to control the shank segment velocity.

[0083] The above described braking process has been found to be very

efficient and robust to inter-subjects variability as well as properly fulfilling desired

cyclical or non-cyclical locomotion tasks. Moreover, the reactive and self-adjusting



nature of the braking process allows to greatly reduce dependency on locomotion

portion, gait speed or user physiological parameters, with respect to other types of

systems relying on position control. Such implementation of the Eccentric joint

behavior class implicitly manages end-of-motion collisions in a way that is very

adaptable to various locomotion tasks and shows very high synergy with the user

due to its physiologically-compliant nature.

[0084] One indirect benefit associated with the use of such a braking

process with respect to other approaches based on hardware mechanisms arise

from the fact that the actuator 144 is used in a regenerating mode. Regeneration

occurs in an electrical motor when torque and velocity are in opposite directions. In

such a case, assuming that proper drive electronics are used, the motor starts

acting as a generator and may be self-sufficient as far as power consumption is

concerned. Implementation of the braking process herein defined then leads to a

positive power balance, as mechanical work is generated without drawing any

power from the power source of the motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device

200. Furthermore, depending on the quantity of energy required to be dissipated

using the braking process, i.e. depending on locomotion tasks, gait speed, user

gait style and user physiological parameters, it may also be possible to generate

more energy than what is required by the actuator's 144 motor to ensure

satisfactory braking. Assuming that a suitable power supply architecture is used,

for example the power supply described in US Patent No. 7,230,352 entitled

"COMPACT POWER SUPPLY" by Bedard et al., it may then be possible to store

the extra energy, which is not required by the actuator 144 motor in order to

sustain braking, for later use. From a motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device

200 perspective, this allows an increase in autonomy without any additional

components.

Energy injection implementation

[0085] The fourth class of lower-limb joint behavior, the Concentric class,

may be advantageously addressed through an energy injection implementation.

The Concentric class of joint behavior occurs whenever the lower-limb joints of the

motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 are used in order to generate



mechanical power or inject energy to sustain overall gait While some behaviors

described above could be easily implemented on passive lower-limb prosthetic or

orthotic joints, integration of a highly performing concentric behavior requires the

availability of mechanical power generation capabilities at the joint. While it might

be argued that the use of simple passive mechanical components, for example

springs, accumulators, etc., may allow energy storing and return, the limitations in

power generation capabilities with respect to specific gait requirements make it

difficult to achieve something close to a reactive behavior using these passive

mechanical components.

[0086] While obvious occurrence of Concentric joint behavior are found in

locomotion tasks such as stairs ascent, incline plane ascent or sit-to-stand

transfer, the implementation of the Concentric reactive behavior aims at fulfilling

gait requirements different from the ones found in these locomotion tasks. The

concentric joint behavior implemented as reactive behavior is related to the

implementation of joint motion in order to enforce sufficient toe clearance in both

cyclical and non-cyclical locomotion tasks.

[0087] Toe clearance management is an important feature of any motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200, as this feature may dramatically influence

the overall device usability. While multiple approaches exist regarding

management of toe clearance on both passive and active lower-limb devices

currently on the market, they all lack the ability to properly manage toe clearance

for both cyclical and non-cyclical locomotion tasks, without affecting the device's

usability or requiring the user to adopt specific behaviors, often leading to a

pathological gait.

[0088] From that respect, the definition of a generalized joint behavior

addressing the toe clearance management problem in a physiologically coherent

and robust manner appears to be the most straightforward solution.

[0089] Concentric behavior targeting basic toe clearance management is

then defined as a low-level reactive behavior allowing to connect sensory input

from the sensors 142 to a pre-defined joint behavior. Upon detection of the



motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 transition from the interacting 30 to

the non-interacting 40 mechanical configuration {see Figures 3 and 4,

respectively), energy injection at the joint level is triggered and takes place as a

supplementary feed forward term in the formulation of the variable gains

impedance controller's 70 of Figure 7.

[0090] Since the requirements for any Concentric joint action targeting toe

clearance are both user-specific and locomotion task specific, energy Injection is

advantageously implemented in conjunction with a user-interface device allowing

the customization of the basic energy injection implementation's behavior. Through

the combination of the energy injection implementation and associated user-

interface device, it may be possible to define a general baseline behavior. In order

to account for more complex concentric joint behavior requirements, it may be

possible to couple this general baseline behavior with higher level inference

engines that will allow the dynamic modification of the energy injection amplitude,

timing and duration. Such modifications depend on the nature of the task currently

performed by the user.

[0091] From an inference layer 120 perspective (see Figure 1), three

specializations are considered to affect the general baseline behavior of the

energy injection implementation and are associated with sustaining adequate toe

clearance and heel rise in level walking, stairs or incline ascent, and stairs or

incline descent. Appropriate adjustment of the energy injection implementation

reactive layer 130 parameters by the inference layer 120 engines may ensure

fulfillment of these three specializations in a seamless manner.

[0092] Referring to Figure 9, from a variable gains impedance controller 90

standpoint, the energy injection implementation may be advantageously

implemented as a feed forward transfer function 92 acting as a discrete pulse

generator which directly injects a force pulse 93 at the output 94 of the positional

terms of the variable impedance controller 90 upon triggering of the transfer

function discrete input r . As discussed above, the triggering mechanism may

consist in a low-level detection of the transition from the interacting configuration

30, i.e. foot in contact with the ground, to the non-interacting configuration 40, i.e.



aerial lower-limb configuration. The feed forward transfer function 92, g(s), may

take a wide variety of form, for example a pulse type waveform. Other types of

discrete-time waveforms may also be defined for that specific purpose (e.g., saw

tooth, exponential, etc.).

[0093] Hence, upon transition to the non-interacting configuration 40, both

the energy injection and perturbation force matching 64 (see Figure 6) are active,

ensuring that minimal motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus 140 joint flexion

take places before the joint is left in its minimal impedance state. While this last

sequence of event takes place without consideration of the cyclical nature of the

task being executed, more specific actions are expected to take place and sustain

the complete swing phase of cyclical locomotion tasks, such that proper foot

clearance and subsequent foot placement takes place.

[0094] While the benefits associated with the behavior described above for

the cyclical locomotion tasks are quite straightforward, it is the capability to

properly manage requirements associated with non-cyclical tasks that make the

implementation of the concentric joint behavior interesting for a motorized

prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200. Combination of the Concentric behavior

allowing the enforcement of basic toe clearance in limited ambulation tasks to the

Isometric behavior allowing support in the absence of motion during the contact

phase without consideration of the knee flexion angle at which the ground contact

occurs greatly eases the burden associated with the manipulation of a lower-limb

motorized prosthetic and/or orthotic device 200 with respect to more conventional

designs.

[00951 Moreover, it was shown in experimental testing that the combination

of the energy injection implementation with the force matching and force rejection

implementations greatly enhance the usability of the motorized prosthetic and/or

orthotic device 200 when facing constrained environments, obstacles, or other

types of situations that cannot be characterized through typical locomotion tasks.

Enforcement of a certain knee flexion angle through the effects of the energy

injection implementation also facilitates the implementation of less pathological

gait habits in limited ambulation, as stance phase knee flexion is easily obtained



and provide adequate support, without being overly stiff. Hence, improved

physiological interaction between the user and its motorized prosthetic and/or

orthotic device 200 may be obtained.

[0096] It is to be understood that the force matching and force rejection

implementations, the braking implementation and the force injection

implementation may be integrated individually or in any combination thereof into a

conventional variable gains impedance controller to form a reactive layer control

system for orthotic or prosthetic devices.

[0097] Although the present invention has been described by way of

particular non-limiting illustrative embodiments and examples thereof, it should be

noted that it will be apparent to persons skilled in the art that modifications may be .

applied to the present particular embodiment without departing from the scope of

the present invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for controlling

a prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the controller

comprising:

a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between

the apparatus and the ground;

a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as

to receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as to

increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the sensor

input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and the ground.

2. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 1, wherein the

prosthetic or orthotic apparatus is motorized.

3. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 2 , wherein the variable

torque gain is a substantially unitary positive value when the signal received

from the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and the

ground.

4. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 2 , further comprising:

a position sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the position of

the joint;

wherein the variable gain scheduler further provides a variable velocity

gain based and a variable position gain, and



wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable velocity gain, a difference between a velocity set-

point and a velocity estimation, the variable position gain, a difference between a

position set-point and the indicated position, the variable torque gain and the

indicated torque so as to increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground.

5. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 4, wherein the velocity

estimation is obtained by an ARMA process applied to the signal indicative of

the position.

6. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 2, further comprising:

a velocity sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of

the joint;

a position sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the position of

the joint;

wherein the variable gain scheduler further provides a variable velocity

gain and a variable position gain, and

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable velocity gain, a difference between a velocity set-

point and the indicated velocity, the variable position gain, a difference between a

position set-point and the indicated position, the variable torque gain and the

indicated torque so as to increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground.

7. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 6, further comprising a

braking mechanism providing a braking feedback value when the indicated

velocity is greater than a first threshold and the indicated position is greater

than a second threshold, wherein the variable gain impedance controller



adjusts its control on the apparatus based on the braking feedback value so as

to increase the joint resistance to motion.

8. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 7, wherein the braking

feedback value is based on a ratio of the indicated velocity to the square of an

indicated position offset with a motion stop target of the apparatus.

9. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 9 , wherein the motion

stop target of the apparatus is dynamically adjustable.

10. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 6, further comprising a

force injection mechanism providing a pulse when the signal received from the

sensor input indicates a transition from an interaction between the apparatus

and the ground to an absence of interaction between the apparatus and the

ground, wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on

the apparatus based on the pulse so as to ensure minimal joint flexion.

11.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 10, wherein

characteristics of the pulse are dynamically adjustable.

12. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 11, wherein the

dynamically adjustable characteristics of the pulse include at least one element

selected from a group consisting of an amplitude, a duration and a timing.

13 A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 6, wherein the variable

velocity gain and the variable position gain are substantially equal to zero.

14. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 2, wherein the signal

indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and the ground is a measure

of load at a shank portion of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus, and

wherein the interaction between the apparatus and the ground is determined by

a single value hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor

input.



15. A multi layer controller for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic

apparatus, the multi layer controller comprising:

a learning layer;

an inference layer receiving data from the motorized prosthetic or

orthotic apparatus, the inference layer exchanging data with the learning layer, and

a reactive layer engine receiving data from the inference layer and from

the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus; the reactive layer engine using a

variable gain impedance controller according to claim 6 to adjust the control of the

multi layer controller on the apparatus.

16. A controller system for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus,

the controller system comprising:

a configuration sensor providing a signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground;

a position sensor;

a velocity sensor;

a torque sensor;

a multi layer controller according to claim 15, receiving sensor data from

the configuration, position, velocity and torque sensors.

17. A controller system according to claim 16, wherein the configuration sensor is

selected from a group consisting of an instrumented plantar orthosis, an

accelerometer, a digital switch and a load cell.

18. A variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for controlling

a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the controller

comprising:



a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between

the apparatus and the ground;

a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as

to receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as to

decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the sensor

input indicates an absence of interaction between the apparatus and the ground.

19. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 17, wherein the

variable torque gain is a substantially unitary negative value when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between the

apparatus and the ground.

20. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 17, further comprising:

a velocity sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of

the joint;

a position sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the position of

the joint;

wherein the variable gain scheduler further provides a variable velocity

gain and a variable position gain, and

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable velocity gain, a difference between a velocity set-

point and the indicated velocity, the variable position gain, a difference between a

position set-point and the indicated position, the variable torque gain and the

indicated torque so as to decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal



received from the sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between the

apparatus and the ground.

21. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 20, further comprising

a force injection mechanism providing a pulse when the signal received from

the sensor input indicates a transition from an interaction between the

apparatus and the ground to an absence of interaction between the apparatus

and the ground, wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its

control on the apparatus based on the pulse so as to ensure minimal joint

flexion.

22. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 20, further comprising

a braking mechanism providing a braking feedback value when the indicated

velocity is greater than a first threshold and the indicated position is greater

than a second threshold, wherein the variable gain impedance controller

adjusts its control on the apparatus based on the braking feedback value so as

to increase the joint resistance to motion.

23.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 22, wherein the

braking feedback value is based on a ratio of the indicated velocity to the

square of an indicated position offset with a motion stop target of the

apparatus.

24. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 23, wherein the motion

stop target of the apparatus is dynamically adjustable.

25.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 20, wherein the

variable velocity gain and the variable position gain are substantially equal to

zero.

26. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 20, wherein the signal

indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and the ground is a measure

of load at a shank portion of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus, and

wherein the interaction between the apparatus and the ground is determined by



a single value hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor

input.

27.A multi layer controller for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic

apparatus, the multi layer controller comprising:

a learning layer;

an inference layer receiving data from the motorized prosthetic or

orthotic apparatus, the inference layer exchanging data with the learning layer; and

a reactive layer engine receiving data from the inference layer and from

the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus; the reactive layer engine using a

variable gain impedance controller according to claim 20 to adjust the control of

the multi layer controller on the apparatus.

28. A controller system for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus,

the controller system comprising:

a configuration sensor providing a signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground;

a position sensor;

a velocity sensor;

a torque sensor;

a multi layer controller according to claim 27, receiving sensor data from

the configuration, position, velocity and torque sensors.

29.A controller system according to claim 28, wherein the configuration sensor is

selected from a group consisting of an instrumented plantar orthosis, an

accelerometer, a digital switch and a load cell.



30. A variable gain impedance controller for use in a control system for controlling

a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a joint, the controller

comprising:

a sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between

the apparatus and the ground;

a torque sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the

joint; and

a variable gain scheduler in communication with the sensor input so as

to receive data therefrom thereby providing a variable torque gain;

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable torque gain and the indicated torque so as to a)

increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the sensor

input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and the ground, and b)

decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal received from the sensor

input indicates an absence of interaction between the apparatus and the ground.

31. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 26, wherein the

variable torque gain is a) a substantially unitary positive value when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus

and the ground, and b) a substantially unitary negative value when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between the

apparatus and the ground.

32. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 26, further comprising:

a velocity sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of

the joint;

a position sensor input for receiving a signal indicative of the position of

the joint;



wherein the variable gain scheduler further provides a variable velocity

gain and a variable position gain, and

wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its control on the

apparatus based on the variable velocity gain, a difference between a velocity set-

point and the indicated velocity, the variable position gain, a difference between a

position set-point and the indicated position, the variable torque gain and the

indicated torque so as to a) increase the joint resistance to motion when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground, and b) decrease the joint resistance to motion when the signal

received from the sensor input indicates an absence of interaction between the

apparatus and the ground.

33.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 32, further comprising

a braking mechanism providing a braking feedback value when the indicated

velocity is greater than a first threshold and the indicated position is greater

than a second threshold, wherein the variable gain impedance controller

adjusts its control on the apparatus based on the braking feedback value so as

to increase the joint resistance to motion.

34.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 33, wherein the

braking feedback value is based on a ratio of the indicated velocity to the

square of an indicated position offset with a motion stop target of the

apparatus.

35. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 34, wherein the motion

stop target of the apparatus is dynamically adjustable.

36.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 32, further comprising

a force injection mechanism providing a pulse when the signal received from

the sensor input indicates a transition from an interaction between the

apparatus and the ground to an absence of interaction between the apparatus

and the ground, wherein the variable gain impedance controller adjusts its



control on the apparatus based on the pulse so as to ensure minimal joint

flexion.

37.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 36, wherein

characteristics of the pulse are dynamically adjustable.

38.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 37, wherein the

dynamically adjustable characteristics of the pulse include at least one element

selected from a group consisting of an amplitude, a duration and a timing.

39.A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 32, wherein the

variable velocity gain and the variable position gain are substantially equal to

zero.

40. A variable gain impedance controller according to claim 32, wherein the signal

indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and the ground is a measure

of load at a shank portion of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus, and

wherein the interaction between the apparatus and the ground is determined by

a single value hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor

input.

41. A multi layer controller for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic

apparatus, the multi layer controller comprising:

a learning layer;

an inference layer receiving data from the motorized prosthetic or

orthotic apparatus, the inference layer exchanging data with the learning layer; and

a reactive layer engine receiving data from the inference layer and from

the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus; the reactive layer engine using a

variable gain impedance controller according to claim 32 to adjust the control of

the multi layer controller on the apparatus.



42. A controller system for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus,

the controller system comprising:

a configuration sensor providing a signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground;

a position sensor;

a velocity sensor;

a torque sensor;

a multi layer controller according to claim 41, receiving sensor data from

the configuration, position, velocity and torque sensors.

43. A controller system according to claim 42, wherein the configuration sensor is

selected from a group consisting of an instrumented plantar orthosis, an

accelerometer, a digital switch and a load cell.

44.A method of modifying the feedback of an impedance controller for use in a

control system for controlling a prosthetic or orthotic apparatus provided with a

joint, the method comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground;

receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller.

45. A method according to claim 44, wherein the prosthetic or orthotic apparatus is

motorized.



46.A method according to claim 45, wherein the positive value is substantially

unitary.

47. A method according to claim 45, further comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller;

estimating a velocity of the joint from the signal indicative of the

position of the joint;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

estimated velocity by a velocity gain value and providing the

result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a position gain value and

providing the result to the controller.

48. A method according to claim 47, wherein the velocity estimation is obtained by

an ARMA process applied to the signal indicative of the position.

49. A method according to claim 45, further comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of the joint;

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:



multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

signal indicative of velocity by a velocity gain value and providing

the result to the controller,

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a position gain value and

providing the result to the controller.

50. A method according to claim 49, further comprising:

when the signal indicative of velocity is greater than a first threshold and

the signal indicative of position is greater than a second threshold:

providing a braking feedback value to the controller so as to increase

the joint resistance to motion.

51. A method according to claim 50, wherein the braking feedback value is based

on a ratio of the signal indicative of velocity to the square of an indicated

position offset with a motion stop target of the apparatus.

52.A method according to claim 51, further comprising dynamically adjusting the

motion stop target.

53. A method according to claim 49, further comprising:

when the signal received from the sensor input indicates a transition

from an interaction between the apparatus and the ground to an absence of

interaction between the apparatus and the ground:

providing a pulse to controller so as to ensure minimal joint flexion.

54.A method according to claim 53, further comprising dynamically adjusting

characteristics of the pulse.



55.A method according to claim 54, wherein the dynamically adjusted

characteristics of the pulse include at least one element selected from a group

consisting of an amplitude, a duration and a timing.

56. A method according to claim 49, wherein the velocity gain and the position gain

are substantially equal to zero.

57. A method according to claim 45, wherein the signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is a measure of load at a shank portion

of the motorized prosthetic. or orthotic apparatus, and wherein the interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is determined by a single value

hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor input.

58. A method of modifying the feedback of an impedance controller for use in a

control system for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus

provided with a joint, the method comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground;

receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller.

59.A method according to claim 58, wherein the negative value is substantially

unitary.

60. A method according to claim 58, further comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;



when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller;

estimating a velocity of the joint from the signal indicative of the

position of the joint;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

estimated velocity by a velocity gain value and providing the

result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a position gain value and

providing the result to the controller.

61. A method according to claim 60, wherein the velocity estimation is obtained by

an ARMA process applied to the signal indicative of the position.

62. A method according to claim 58, further comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of the joint;

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

signal indicative of velocity by a velocity gain value and providing

the result to the controller;



multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a position gain value and

providing the result to the controller.

63. A method according to claim 62, further comprising:

when the signal indicative of velocity is greater than a first threshold and

the signal indicative of position is greater than a second threshold:

providing a braking feedback value to the controller so as to increase

the joint resistance to motion.

64. A method according to claim 63, wherein the braking feedback value is based

on a ratio of the signal indicative of velocity to the square of an indicated

position offset with a motion stop target of the apparatus.

65. A method according to claim 64, further comprising dynamically adjusting the

motion stop target.

66. A method according to claim 62, further comprising:

when the signal received from the sensor input indicates a transition

from an interaction between the apparatus and the ground to an absence of

interaction between the apparatus and the ground:

providing a pulse to controller so as to ensure minimal joint flexion.

67.A method according to claim 66, further comprising dynamically adjusting

characteristics of the pulse.

68.A method according to claim 67, wherein the dynamically adjusted

characteristics of the pulse include at least one element selected from a group

consisting of an amplitude, a duration and a timing.

69.A method according to claim 62, wherein the velocity gain and the position gain

are substantially equal to zero.



70. A method according to claim 58, wherein the signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is a measure of load at a shank portion

of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus, and wherein the interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is determined by a single value

hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor input.

71. A method of modifying the feedback of an impedance controller for use in a

control system for controlling a motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus

provided with a joint, the method comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground;

receiving a signal indicative of the torque at the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller, and

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller.

72.A method according to claim 71, wherein the positive and negative values are

substantially unitary.

73.A method according to claim 71, further comprising:

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:



multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller;

estimating a velocity of the joint from the signal indicative of the

position of the joint;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

estimated velocity by a first velocity gain value and providing the

result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a first position gain value and

providing the result to the controller; and

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller;

estimating a velocity of the joint from the signal indicative of the

position of the joint;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

estimated velocity by a second velocity gain value and providing

the result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a second position gain value

and providing the result to the controller.

74. A method according to claim 73, wherein the velocity estimation is obtained by

an ARMA process applied to the signal indicative of the position.

75. A method according to claim 71, further comprising:



receiving a signal indicative of the velocity of the joint;

receiving a signal indicative of the position of the joint;

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a positive value

and providing the result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

signal indicative of velocity by a first velocity gain value and

providing the result to the controller;

multiplying the difference between a position set-point and the

signal indicative of the position by a first position gain value and

providing the result to the controller and

when the signal indicative of an interaction between the apparatus and

the ground indicates an absence of interaction:

multiplying the signal indicative of the torque by a negative value

and providing the result to the controller,

multiplying the difference between a velocity set-point and the

signal indicative of velocity by a second velocity gain value and

providing the result to the controller

multiplying the difference between a second position set-point

and the signal indicative of the position by a position gain value

and providing the result to the controller.

76. A method according to claim 75, wherein the first and second velocity gain are

equal and the first and second position gain are equal.

77. A method according to claim 75, further comprising:



when the signal indicative of velocity is greater than a first threshold and

the signal indicative of position is greater than a second threshold:

providing a braking feedback value to the controller so as to increase

the joint resistance to motion.

78.A method according to claim 77, wherein the braking feedback value is based

on a ratio of the signal indicative of velocity to the square of an indicated

position offset with a motion stop target of the apparatus.

79.A method according to claim 78, further comprising dynamically adjusting the

motion stop target.

80. A method according to claim 75, further comprising:

when the signal received from the sensor input indicates a transition

from an interaction between the apparatus and the ground to an absence of

interaction between the apparatus and the ground:

providing a pulse to controller so as to ensure minimal joint flexion.

81. A method according to claim 80, further comprising dynamically adjusting

characteristics of the pulse.

82.A method according to claim 81, wherein the dynamically adjusted

characteristics of the pulse include at least one element selected from a group

consisting of an amplitude, a duration and a timing.

83.A method according to claim 75, wherein the first and second velocity gains

and the first and second position gains are substantially equal to zero.

84. A method according to claim 71, wherein the signal indicative of an interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is a measure of load at a shank portion

of the motorized prosthetic or orthotic apparatus, and wherein the interaction

between the apparatus and the ground is determined by a single value

hysteretic thresholding of the signal received from the sensor input.
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